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As armed conflicts escalate to new heights,
military tactical operations and deployment
of troops are conducted in ever increasing
challenging environments that are becoming
more and more complex. To improve their
survivability and fighting capabilities, troops
on the field need to be mobile and to conduct
their operations in a reduced timeframe in
order to keep-up a high tempo of operations.
While GNSS has made military operations
more efficient on that front, recent years
have seen the rise of growing concerns
about the dependence of military forces on
this technology, whose availability cannot be
ensured at all times. Indeed, many factors
such as environmental and geographic
obstacles, denied service or signal jamming/
spoofing by third parties can pose a major
threat to military operations.
Leveraging state-of-the-art expertise in
inertial navigation systems, as well as
stabilization and pointing platforms, iXblue
has thus developed innovative products
and end-to-end solutions to enable military
forces to conduct undisrupted and efficient
operations whatever the environment.
The land defense and security market is
not a new frontier for iXblue. Over the past
few years, our products and global solutions
have been chosen by major integrators and
are now operated in numerous military
programs across Europe, South America and
the Middle East.
Combat-proven, our complete range of
high-grade inertial navigation systems
and gyrostabilized platforms are compact,
accurate and versatile solutions that are
easy to integrate. They are perfectly suited
for both new programs, where highperformance is key, and retrofit programs,
that need cost-effective solutions.
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At iXblue, we have one
ambition: to bring our
customers toward
the cutting-edge of
navigation and pointing.
Performant products and solutions that
improve the mobility of armed forces tactical
systems, boost their on-the-move observation
and targeting capabilities and enhance their
situational awareness while offering the best
trade-off between cost and performance,
along with a strong commitment to our
customers and the support we bring them has
thus enabled iXblue to become a key player
on the land defense and security markets.
At iXblue, we have one ambition: to bring
our customers toward the cutting-edge of
navigation and pointing.

Bruno Crépy
Vice President
Motion Systems Division

We hope this few pages will give you a glimpse
of what we do at iXblue and we look forward
to meeting with you to exchange on your
needs and on what we can achieve together.
Happy reading and enjoy the show!
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LEOS: DON’T TRADE OFF YOUR

PAYLOAD PERFORMANCE
R

ecent years have seen the increasing rise of the use of
optronics on land platforms operating on the battlefield. Once
limited by the motion of the platforms on which they were
mounted, high resolution sensors can now provide better
observation and targeting performance while the vehicle
is moving thanks to the integration of high-performance
gyrostabilized platforms.
Armed forces are now conducting military operations in vast countries
where mobility is a key factor to cover all ground territories. It is thus
of crucial importance for the success of their operations to be able
to maintain quality observation and targeting capabilities while on
the move. Furthermore, in order to ensure safe operations and to
keep farther away from the enemy whenever possible, forces on
the field now make use of optronic sensors with longer Detection,
Reconnaissance and Identification (DRI) ranges and need increased
high-precision stabilization of their Line of Sight to maintain efficient
and performant operations, as well as to improve their survivability and
fighting capabilities.
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It is to meet the operational efficiency
requirements of the land defense optronic
market in terms of observation range, mobility
and intense use constraints, that iXblue, has
developed Leos, a highly reliable and accurate
gyrostabilized pan & tilt platform dedicated to
armored vehicle panoramic sights and on-themove observation systems.
Leveraging over 30 years of mechatronics
expertise in motion simulation technology
used on numerous domestic and export defense
programs, iXblue stands out as an independent
leader for the design and manufacturing of
innovative platform stabilization solutions
which benefit from the latest control
technologies, as well as automatic tracking and
pointing features.
Combat-proven, Leos is used for surveillance,
observation, detection or communication
operations and has been designed to meet the
military requirements of armored vehicles
such as battle tanks, infantry fighting vehicles

or reconnaissance and artillery observation
vehicles. The Leos pan & tilt platform provides
unrivaled and highly-accurate two-axis
gyrostabilization and pointing performance
for long-range and on-the-move applications
in the harshest land defense environments.
It thus offers armed forces a robust solution
suited to withstand severe environments
such as extreme shocks, vibrations, icing,
freezing rain, salt, fog, sand or dust.
iXblue’s high-performance pan & tilt system
can suit all communication protocols
and is easy to integrate and adapt to new
payloads thanks to its U-shaped portion
that may be enlarged to accommodate
payloads of different sizes and weights.
Compact, Leos can be mounted directly
onto the vehicle roof and does not require
to be fixed within the vehicle, providing
valuable space gain. Unlike usual costly
integrated electro-optical systems (EOS)
available on the market, Leos offers a costefficient, modular and ITAR free solution to

optronicians who need high-stabilization
platforms to accommodate their existing
payloads in order to offer a complete highperformance turret to the defense market.
Leos is a perfect versatile solution for both
new and retrofit defense programs requiring
performant and reliable observation and
targeting turrets. Its high level of reliability
indeed offers low cost of ownership
thanks to the low maintenance required
over time. Leos thus meets the standardization
requirements of armed forces and enables
significant cost-savings at fleet level in terms
of integration, installation, configuration
and training.
With Leos, iXblue is offering the defense market
a performant gyrostabilized solution that
improves the mobility and accuracy of armed
forces tactical systems, boosts their observation
and targeting capabilities, and enhances their
situational awareness while offering the best
trade-off between cost and performance. n

FOCUS ON KHEOPS:

HEAVY PAYLOAD STABILIZATION
WHILE ON THE MOVE
Over the years, iXblue has developed a comprehensive range
of two-axis stabilized platforms designed to meet the full
spectrum of land defense on-the-move applications, from
surveillance, data link, and forward observation, to weapon
stations and panoramic sights.
It is to meet the challenging requirements of military operations
needing the reliable stabilization of heavy payloads (up to 400kg)
such as satellite communication antennas, rocket launchers
or long-range optronic devices, that iXblue has designed and
manufactured the Kheops pan & tilt platform. Suited for the most
demanding land usage, Kheops can be embarked on a vehicle
for efficient on-the-move-operations. Compact and versatile,
it offers a reliable gyrostabilization platform that is especially
suited for a wide range of land defense applications such as
optronics “on-the-move” gyrostabilization (WFOV (Wide
Field-Of-View) and NFOV (Narrow Field-Of-View)), satellite
communication, weapon station, surveillance, tracking or
target acquisition.

Leos

HIGH-PERFORMANCE STABILIZED PLATFORM
Features

Technological specifications

• Long range and on-the-move applications

• Gyrostabilized line of sight: <20µrad

• High-performance two-axis stabilization

• Type of payload: in one piece

• Compatible with multiple payloads

• Nominal payload:
- ground fixed system: up to 40kg

Benefits

- ground mobile system: up to 20kg

• French in-house technology

• Position accuracy: ≤0.01°

• Rugged, qualified for military standards

• Angular speed: >120°/sec

• Unlimited azimuth

• Angular acceleration: >150°/sec²

• Compact
• ITAR-free
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NEW

REVOLUTIONARY
THEODOLITE WITH INTEGRATED INS
ALLOWS FOR UNDISRUPTED
MILITARY OPERATIONS
Military tactical operations and deployment of troops are becoming more and more
complex as armed conflicts escalate to new heights. There is an ever increasing need for
the precise location of troops and military units on battlefields who have to move quickly
and effectively in order to conduct undisrupted military operations on foreign ground.
It is to meet the demanding requirements of army topographers and artillery troops on the
field that iXblue, a global leader in the design and manufacturing of innovative navigation
and positioning solutions, has developed a revolutionary Gun Laying and Topographic
System named Advans Theodolite - GLTS. Based on the combat-proven concept of the
traditional artillery theodolite, iXblue’s Advans Theodolite ensures continuous military
operations by offering reliable, accurate and uninterrupted positioning information
thanks to its integrated compact Inertial Navigation System (INS).
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A light-weight and deployable system
capable of rapidly gathering data for GIS
As military forces conduct operations in
increasingly demanding environments, the
need for accurate and reliable topographical
information is becoming indispensable. The
use of Geographical Information Systems
(GIS) by most armies around the world has
made military decision making more efficient
as those systems provide valuable information
about the geographical elements of an identified
area. Military forces thus need to find the most
up-to-date geographical information in those
GIS in order to safely and efficiently conduct
their operations.
Forces on the field are thus in serious need
of light-weight and deployable acquisition
modules capable of acquiring geo-referenced
information at very short notice in order to have
a good understanding of all the geographical
elements of the environment they are
progressing in during their military operations.
iXblue’s Advans Theodolite - GLTS was thus
developed to respond to this specific need
and offers armed forces a mobile and flexible
solution to efficiently and rapidly elaborate
topography referenced points on the battlefield.
Its light-weight (less than 40kg) and integrated
INS makes it ideal for any survey operation
requiring a deployable system that can travel
in a vehicle or be mounted on the floor and be
ready to use within a few seconds (<15s).
An integrated INS for artillery
continuous deployment
in GNSS-denied environments
Military operations have been made more
efficient thanks to the use of Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS). Although they have
transformed the way military operations are
conducted, enabling real-time and almost
continuous situational awareness by providing
precise positioning information, recent years
have seen the rise of a growing concern about
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the dependence of military forces on GNSS.
Indeed, its availability cannot be assured at
all times and many factors can lead to the
disruption of satellite transmissions, on which
the GNSS rely. RF interferences, geographical
constraints or signal jamming by third parties
are all factors that poses a major threat to
military operations worldwide. This frequent
loss of signal is thus a major concern for artillery
units who are now relying on INS to replace GPS
as the main navigation devices. Indeed, they
offer a robust, reliable and accurate solution
to military vehicles and deployed units that
need continuous and precise navigation and
positioning information for artillery.
Moreover, artillery topography units are
also rediscovering topography methods and
now use them to generate topography battery
reference points for battery deployment. Thanks
to the Advans Theodolite - GLTS integrated
INS, missions conducted by military
topographers are dramatically sped up, making
battery deployment free of the constraints
linked to the creation of battery reference
points, even in case of total GNSS-loss.
Benefiting from the strong expertise of
iXblue in the design and manufacturing
of state-of-the-art Fiber-Optic Gyroscopes
(FOGs), the Theodolite’s INS, operating
in numerous defense programs across
Europe, South America and the Middle
East, is indeed made insensitive to changes
in temperatures or magnetic disturbances
and is resistant to extreme shocks and
vibrations. Thanks to its genuine strap-down
and solid-state design, it is exempt of all the
physical drawbacks that can affect other
existing technologies and provides unrivaled
longevity and reliability, as well as very low
power consumption. Thanks to its integrated
INS, iXblue’s Advans Theodolite - GLTS
thus provides reliable, accurate and
uninterrupted positioning information,
ensuring continuous military operations for
all armed forces on the battleground.

A single cost-efficient solution
to digitize old artillery launchers
Finally, the major technological advances
that have been taking place in the world have
allowed increased digitized warfare to support
command and control and to provide real-time
battlefield intelligence. In order to meet the 21st
century challenges, countries worldwide have
to modernize their military forces and upgrade
their systems, equipment and weapons. New
artillery launchers such as howitzers, mortars
and Multiple Launch Rocket Systems (MLRS)
are thus now equipped with their own INS that
provide precise positioning of each units, making
them ready for immediate use.
However, digitizing old artillery launchers
can prove to be difficult. Units might be too
old, or it might be technically impossible to
integrate an INS. Another reason is that armed
forces can also be tied down by budget constraints.
Thanks to iXblue’s Advans Theodolite - GLTS,
compatible with any kind of weapon, it is now
possible for armed forces to digitize their
artillery launcher units by using a single costefficient system. Indeed, the Advans Theodolite
- GLTS, thanks to the constant knowledge of its
position, can perform accurate gun orientation
and positioning at very short notice, even in
non-prepared battery positions, with a precision
close to that of INS-equipped units, at a much
lesser cost.
iXblue’s Advans Theodolite - GLTS thus offers
a performant and reliable tool to conduct
various missions such as rapidly and efficiently
elaborating topography referenced points
on the battlefield, maintaining gun position
accuracy and high-tempo of operation in
GNSS-denied environments, as well as
controlling gun laying or performing
accurate gun orientation and positioning
in a reduced timeframe, while digitizing
o l d a r t i l l e r y l a u n c h e r s u n i t s. E a s y
to integrate on any vehicle and to
connect to GIS, the Advans Theodolite GLTS offers a very flexible, mobile and
cost-effective revolutionary solution to
army topographers and artillery troops
needing a reliable and efficient tool for
their operations. n

Advans Theodolite - GLTS
INNOVATIVE SYSTEM FOR GUN LAYING AND TOPOGRAPHY

Features

Technical specifications

• Gun laying and gun control (positioning

• Excursion range:

and orientation of artillery launchers

- Elevation: +60°/-20°

and mortars)

- Azimuth: unlimited

• Artillery topography

• Distance measurement range: 30m to

• Military route survey

6100m (4600m on NATO target)
• Distance measurement accuracy: ≤1 m at

Benefits

nominal range
• Azimuth/Elevation accuracy: ≤1 mil rms (up

• French in-house technology

to 65° latitude after INS fine alignment)

• Fast deployment outside of the vehicle

• Optical field (optical sight): 80 mil

(<30s) and immediate response

• Magnification (optical sight): 4

• Easy-to-use with a complete

• Autonomy: 8 hrs at 20°C

embedded system
• Robust to GNSS denied-environment
and GNSS spoofing
• Easy to integrate on any opportunity
vehicle, and compatible with any fire
control system

INS

INS update point
Navigation

Survey point

Gun laying
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HIGH TEMPO
FORWARD OPERATIONS
Joint Terminal Attack Controllers (JTACs),
Forward Air Controllers (FACs) and Forward
Observers (FOs) are all of crucial importance for
the success of efficient military operations as they
bring highly valued and essential coordination
with ground forces during direct offensive air
operations and fire onto a precise target.
Because of the very nature of their missions,
that include surveillance, target acquisition
and coordinates extraction, those units
conduct operations on forward locations,
dangerously close to the enemy, where
armies are engaged in conflict. They are thus
particularly vulnerable to the enemy fire
and need to maintain a very high tempo of
operations in order to successfully and safely
complete their missions.
It is to help them increase their survivability
and the efficiency of their operations that
iXblue has developed an innovative and
revolutionary Inertial Target Locator Module,
the Advans Target Locator.
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Especially designed to reinvent the traditional
solution currently used by forward military
forces and that requires them to make use
of various instruments such as laser range
finders, goniometers and north finders, the
new Advans Target Locator offers a compact
and lightweight all-in-one solution thay can
fit all handheld thermal imagers. It can be
carried into a backpack and enables military
forces to reduce operations time and provides
undisrupted navigation information.

While the traditional solution currently used
by JTACs, FACs and FOs requires time on the
field for the set-up and calibration of north
finders and can be subjected to the loss of
GNSS-signal, iXblue’s revolutionary Advans
Target Locator bypasses all those constraints.
Indeed this new solution, with its integrated
INS (Inertial Navigation System), does not
require any calibration, nor does it need the
use of north finders or GPS, saving exponential
time as the INS provides accurate positioning
information at all times and is instantly ready
to use, even in GNSS denied-environments. n

© US army photo

ALL-IN-ONE

INERTIAL TARGET
LOCATOR MODULE FOR

Disembark
from vehicle

Prepare mission

Drive to forward location

Aiming and
targeting

Walk to a
tactical position

N 48°51’45.81’’
E 2°17’15.331’’

Target

Go back to base
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Optronic turret
• Camir, uncooled thermal camera – 155 mm focal,
dual field 4,6° - 13,8°° and color camera CMOS full
HD 1080/60p: dual field: 3° and 64° | Exavision
• Ceos pointing stabilized platform | iXblue

UNDISRUPTED
NAVIGATION
AT ALL TIMES FOR SECURITY FORCES
Who hasn’t used a GNSS navigation software
installed on their smartphone to help them
find their way while driving or walking in an
unknown place, or simply to check directions?
Nowadays, individual have access to the GPS
technology almost anywhere and anytime
thanks to their smartphone. Finding one’s
location and navigating has never been easier.
Civil security forces thus heavily rely on GNSS
navigation to conduct their operations with
more efficiency. But this technology is not free
from flaws and is not suited for the demanding
use of this kind of operations. GNSS can
indeed be disrupted by multiple factors such
as environmental and geographic obstacles
(tunnels, buildings, forests…), denied service or
signal jamming/spoofing by third parties. And
this lack of continuity can lead to disastrous
consequences for the outcome of security
forces operations.
It is to ensure safer operations by making
navigation information available to civil forces
at all times and whatever the environment,
that iXblue has developed a turnkey and
cost-effective intuitive navigation solution.

forces operations are becoming increasingly
complex and dangerous as they gain in
intensity. It is to make the reliable inertial
navigation technology accessible to civil
security forces worldwide and to ensure that
undisrupted navigation is available at all times
that iXblue has developed the Proton INS and
its dedicated mapping software, Horus.
Based on the MEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical
Systems) technology, it offers highly reliable
and accurate navigation information and is
easy to integrate and operate thanks to
its intuitive user-interface that display all
navigation information on a screen within the
vehicle, just like your usual smartphone would.
Furthermore, combining the Proton INS
to Horus mapping software enables better
accuracy as the INS drift can then be corrected
in real-time thanks to all topographical
elements information included within
the software.
With this new navigation suite iXblue thus
offers civil security forces a simple and costeffective navigation solution that helps them
conduct safe and reliable operations.

Security operations made more
efficient thanks to dedicated INS

An intuitive and easy-to-integrate
surveillance solution

From busting a drug trafficking ring, fighting
gang wars, facing threats of explosives, ensuring
civilian protection, to fleeing suspects, security

Because iXblue strives to closely meet the needs
of the end-user, the company has partnered with
other innovative French defense companies to
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offer a comprehensive surveillance solution to
security forces.
Making the most of the best technologies
available, this new performant and lightweight
surveillance solution, easy to integrate, is
equipped with iXblue’s Proton INS and Horus,
its mapping software, the company’s Ceos
gyrostabilized pointing platform, a thermal
camera and image fusion software developed
by optronic company Exavision, as well as
a telescopic mast designed by Comrod, a
manufacturer of antennas and their systems.
This new complete solution dedicated to civil
security forces can be mounted on any type of
vehicle and offers both continuous navigation
and blue force tracking capabilities for accurate
positioning of vehicles during operations, as
well as increased awareness of the environment.
By developing the new MEMS-technologybased Proton INS, truly intuitive and easy to
integrate, and by offering a complete solution to
the end-user, iXblue has now positioned itself on
the civil security market, still largely underrated
by the inertial navigation industry, and that was
in serious need of a cost-effective and reliable
navigation solution for its forces. n

TM128 telescopic mast | Comrod
Optics unit

• Height: 6,5 meters
• Deployed in 20 seconds

Teos (gyro-stabilized platform)

Telescopic mast
1.6 - 6.5m

Vehicle
• Proton INS with integrated GPS
and odometer | iXblue
• Horus mapping software | iXblue
• Vigisens image fusion
software | Exavision
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Proton + Horus

INTUITIVE SYSTEM FOR UNDISRUPTED NAVIGATION

INS BASED NAVIGATION SUITE

Features

Technical specifications

• Import and control of geographic chart

• Position X, Y (CEP 50)

• Navigation, route planning, real-time

- GPS only: 5m, performance

position and route display on a digital

depend on satellite availability

moving map

- VMS only: 1% x distance travelled

• Reporting to HQ an accurate position
of vehicles

since last position fixed
• GPS Performance – Position accuracy*,

• Sharing vehicle position within a convoy

- DGPS mode: 0.5m

• Increasing better knowledge of vehicle

- Autonomous mode: 2.5m

environment and manoeuvre capability

Benefits

*Performance are depending on multipath effects,
number of satellites in view, geometry
and ionosphere activity

• French in-house technology
• Easy-to-use with a complete embedded
system based on MEMS
• Navigation in GNSS denied-environment
• Could be installed with any orientation
to facilitate integration
Horus mapping software offers a user-friendly interface for easy navigation and mission planning.

Ceos

STABILIZED PLATFORM FOR SINGLE PAYLOADS

3 METHODS OF INERTIAL NAVIGATION DRIFT CORRECTED BY TOPOGRAPHY

Features

Technical specifications

Inverse positioning

• On-the-move applications

• Gyrostabilized line of sight: <1mrad

• Gyrostabilization based on integrated

• Type of payload: in one piece

MEMS and external AHRS
• Realtime control board
• Compatible with multiple payloads

• Nominal payload:
- ground mobile system: up to 15kg
- azimuth: ≤0.05°
- elevation: ≤0.01°

• French in-house technology

• Angular speed: >60°/sec

• ITAR-free components

• Angular acceleration: >60°/sec²

• Compact and lightweight, easy to integrate

N

Base

N

Azimut

- ground fixed system: up to 30kg
• Position accuracy:

Benefits

N

Intersection

Azimuth
+ Distance
+ Elevation

Azimuth
+ Elevation

Azimuth
+ Elevation

One POI (Point Of Interest):

Two POI:

One POI:

azimuth, distance and

azimuth and elevation

azimuth and elevation

elevation

from two positions

from two positions

• Rugged
• Maintenance free
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UNDER COVER OF FOG:
NAVIGATION WARFARE IN

AMPHIBIOUS
OPERATIONS

Viking longboats emerging from seemingly impenetrable fog
to plunder and destroy your homes and sacred places: Woe
to the vanquished. In 900 AD Europe, successful amphibious
warfare relied on the element of surprise, lethal navigational
skills and an edge in technology, just as it does today.
But how did these “Sea Kings” navigate the often fog-bound
seas of Northern Europe? Legend has it that a so called
“sunstone” enabled them to chart the position of the sun
even through the thickest mists; mists that could blind
less-skilled seamen to the usual signs of navigation and
render their vessels inert.
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Be it truth or legend, it is striking how modern
amphibious warfare relies on a similar
navigational continuity to succeed and maintain
the element of surprise. Only the technology
has changed.
Today, we are witnessing another technologydriven transformation in the field of inertial
technology. The most demanding navies in
the world are starting to dispose of legacy
inertial technologies in favour of a full
strap-down solid-state technology: Fiber-Optic
Gyroscopes (FOGs).
iXblue is at the forefront of the digital
revolution, which has seen its systems adopted
by such iconic warships as the HMS Queen
Elizabeth aircraft carrier. As a global leader in
military-grade navigation solutions, iXblue can
deliver all the components needed to guarantee
end-to-end navigation capability for any
amphibious operation.
The company’s Marins Series and Phins Inertial
Navigation Systems (INS), combined with
GECDIS-W navigation software, offer vessels
precise and robust navigation, and thus even in
GNSS-denied environments.
iXblue’s naval solutions are used by over 35
navies and Coast Guards around the world.
The company also offers a complete range of
land navigation systems based on its Advans
Series, which relies on the same iXblue FOG
technology and that is in service with several
armies through major integrators.

By their very nature, amphibious operations
are directed against specific strategic targets,
where the enemy will have devoted time and
resources to preparing their defense, inevitably
blanketing the area with jamming systems
designed to paralyze an assault. Maintaining
maximum tactical and strategic effectiveness
in this kind of hostile environment is
both mission-critical and technologically
challenging on three key levels:
• First, surface vessels and landing craft must
operate in reduced visibility and with a low
radar signature, which means equipping
them with ultra-precise and fully autonomous
inertial navigation systems (INS).
• Second, and just as importantly, any nonamphibious combat vehicles deployed
after beaching must have autonomous
and accurately initialized navigation
capability to ensure that they can engage
in hostile forces in optimum conditions.
• Third, there is the elusive challenge of
seamless navigation continuity – consistent,
automatic sharing of information between
platforms so that the autonomous
navigation systems for both surface vessels
and armoured land vehicles can operate
coherently together.

Navigation continuity has long been considered
essential to genuinely robust amphibious
warfare, but no supplier has ever been able
to deliver it. Now, the new end-to-end iXblue
solution has moved amphibious warfare
navigation to a whole new level and changed
the paradigm.
In concrete terms, iXblue enables surface
vessels to transmit critical data for INS
alignment and repositioning to tactical
vehicles instantaneously, as they leave the
landing craft before or after beaching.
At the same time, amphibious assault vehicles
launched several nautical miles from the
landing zone can now surface navigate from
offshore to inshore with iXblue Advans Series
INS, before automatically switching to a land
navigation mode once they reach the shoreline
and begin to progress inland.
iXblue’s comprehensive amphibious offer
combines critical know-how to deliver
seamlessly uninterrupted navigation
information, without GNSS, from the open sea
right through to the combat zone.

Ursa

TACTICAL INS FOR LAND DEFENSE NAVIGATION

Features

Technical specifications

• Tactical grade navigation accuracy

• Horizontal position without GNSS: 0.7% DT

• Compact

(Value in % Distance Travelled, CEP

• Capability to navigate with or without

with VMS (Velocity Measurement System)

GNSS (Multiple interfaces and aiding
sensors - GNSS, VMS, etc.-)
• Open to all standard protocols
• ITAR-free components

and ZUPT (Zero Update))
• Real time heading accuracy: 4 mils
(mils rms after dynamic alignment)
• Qualification: MIL-Std 810G – 461F –
1275E – Waterproof IP67
• Operating Temperature: -45°C to +71°C

Benefits
• French in-house technology
• Fast and accurate alignment
• Robust to GNSS-denied environments
• High reliability
• Easy to integrate (potentially during a refit)
and operate
• Low cost of ownership (no periodic
maintenance)

The Vikings used fog as a natural cover
for their amphibious assaults; iXblue FOG
technology offers a cover to modern navies
based on innovation and robust navigational
systems and leading edge technology. The
effect though is strikingly similar: stealth,
protection, and “Woe to the vanquished.” n

Whatever the theatre, whatever the conditions,
any amphibious operation will always have to
contend with the threat of jamming or spoofing
of GNSS signals.
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WECDIS
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Navigation
software

Navigation
software

Navigation
software

Alignment
and positioning
data updated when
disembarking

Inertial Navigation
System In Specific
Surface Mode

Inertial
Navigation System
In Land Mode
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navigation
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Looking toward the future of inertial navigation
technology
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NEXTER’S CAESAR SYSTEMS
®

iXblue’s high-grade inertial navigation systems
(INS), that provide accurate and reliable
positioning and pointing for land defense
applications, the Advans Series, has been
chosen by Nexter to equip its renowned 155 mm
CAESAR® self-propelled howitzer on various
export programs.

EQUIPPED WITH IXBLUE’S
INS TECHNOLOGY

This choice made by Nexter is the product of a
longstanding partnership established between
the global land defense systems manufacturer
and iXblue, with many of the company’s INS
equipping Nexter’s wide range of howitzers,
including the integrator’s LG1 105 mm howitzer.
“The fact that iXblue’s Advans Series INS
have been chosen by Nexter, a global leader
on the land defense market, for various
export programs, including CAESAR®, is a big
vote of confidence for us.” States Jean-Marc
Binois, Sales Director at iXblue. “It underlines
the excellence of our systems in terms of
performance, reliability and cost of ownership.
This success also reflects iXblue’s values of
innovation, excellence and strong commitment
to our partners. We are very proud of the trust
that Nexter puts in our company.”

Courtesy of Nexter Group

Offering a wide range of products to meet the
various needs of military forces in terms of
performance, iXblue’s Advans Series can be
mounted on both new and retrofit programs.
iXblue’s high-grade INS can thus be selected
to modernize various types of howitzers
ranging from light-weight towed howitzers
such as the 105 mm M101, 122 mm D-30, to
heavier 152 mm or 155 mm howitzers such as
the M198 or M109. 
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THEY CHOSE

IXBLUE’SMECHATRONIC
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EXPERTISE
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Over the past 30 years, iXblue has developed
an extensive know-how in the development
of rotary systems, motion simulators as
well as positioning systems. This unrivaled
expertise in mechatronics and navigation
technologies has enabled the company
to design and manufacture innovative
and high-performance stabilization and
pointing platforms for the defense and
security market. Thanks to its recognized
expertise, iXblue technology has now been
chosen to provide reliable stabilization,
accurate pointing (both absolute and
relative), as well as precise positioning and
orientation to numerous military forces,
police and security services worldwide.
iXblue mechatronic expertise has thus been
chosen by major integrators and optronic
companies for various applications including
satellite communication, surveillance, target
acquisition and tracking.

THALES GROUP

BERTIN INSTRUMENTS

Recognized as a global leader on the
mechatronic market, iXblue has been working
for over 13 years now in close partnership,
with Thales Communications and Security,
on the development of special custom
programs, for the co-design, the expertise or
the subcontracting of the manufacturing of
various stabilized solutions. Being able to work
on very demanding projects with high-level of
requirements while remaining reactive and
bringing strong support to its customers, iXblue
was thus chosen by Thales Communications and
Security for the development of stabilization
solutions for both land and air SATCOM
on-the-move applications.
iXblue has also been working in close
cooperation with another branch of the
French Group, Thales Land and Air System to
provide them with the Ceos platform, for the
reliable stabilization and accurate pointing of
their Margot 3000 VM optronic surveillance
system, for which iXblue has delivered over
200 platforms.
“Margot 3000 VM is a successful mobile
surveillance product for Thales. Several
hundreds of systems have been delivered
to our customers over the past five years.”
Explains Frédéric Le Gusquet, Product
Development Manager at Thales Land &
Air Systems. “We would like to thank iXblue
for supplying the Ceos stabilized platform,
part of Margot 3000 VM, and for complying to
the delivery schedule with a high-level of quality.”

iXblue’s technology can also be found on Bertin
Instruments’ Second Sight MS long range
chemical and toxic gas clouds detector used by
both military and civil security forces, as well
as for other sensors the company develops for
CBRN (chemical, biological, radiological and
nuclear) applications.
“Bertin has been developing new sensors
solutions for observation and surveillance for
many years. In order to keep DRI performance
at the best level even while on the move
in very harsh conditions, we have chosen
iXblue new pan & tilt Leos.” Explains JeanLuc Ménager, Operations Manager at Bertin
Instruments. “Thanks to the very high level
of gyrostabilization of this turret (<20µrad),
we get unrivaled performance to offer cutting
edge optronic sight.”

ARIANEGROUP
Thales is not the only group convinced by
iXblue’s mechatronic expertise. Other major
companies have indeed also decided to trust
iXblue’s stabilization and pointing technology
for their programs, including ArianeGroup
subsidiary, CILAS, specialized in laser and
optics technology, for its SLD 500 pre-shot
sniper detectors.
“Sight laser detection (SLD) is a proven
technology now used on various battlefields.
For one of our SLD500 we are using iXblue’s
Neos. In order to properly localize the sniper
threats it is indeed necessary to use a turret
with a high-level of repeatability in position
(azimuth or elevation). Neos perfectly matches
this requirements.” States Patrick Patin,
Program Manager at CILAS ArianeGroup.
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OIP SENSOR SYSTEMS
Stefaan Verschraegen, Program Manager at
OIP Sensor Systems, a major manufacturer of
electro optical systems dedicated to the defense
and space markets, that has chosen iXblue’s
technology for its well-known EOPTRIS
product range adds: “The Leos pan & tilt
makes it possible for the EOPTRIS
360 to achieve a very precise pointing
position and gyrostabilization while
driving main battle tanks and armored
fighting vehicles. Thanks to the highly
accurate dual-axis gyrostabilization of the
Leos pan & tilt, combined with OIP’s wide
range of advanced sensors, we are able
to provide a 24-hour observation and
surveillance capability to suit different land
and naval applications. Due to the open,
robust, very compact and state-of-the-art
design of the EOPTRIS 360, it can easily
be integrated onto multiple chassis
and platforms.”

Over the years, iXblue has thus become
a trusted mechatronic partner for
major integrators, optronicians, radar
manufacturers as well as data link providers
operating on the demanding defense
market and who are in need of costefficient high-performance gyro-stabilized
platforms for their payloads. 
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IXBLUE
CEMENTS ITS POSITION ON THE

RADAR
SYSTEMS
MARKET
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Already trusted by global military integrators
to provide uninterrupted navigation, as well as
accurate pointing and positioning for artillery
launchers, iXblue’s unrivaled expertise in
navigation technologies based on Fiber-Optic
Gyroscopes (FOGs) has enabled the company
to design and manufacture Inertial Navigation
Systems (INS) that address the full spectrum of
land applications including artillery launchers,
armored vehicles, as well as optronics and radar
systems. With over 55,000 high-performance
FOGs delivered all over the world, iXblue
has thus become a major player in defense
navigation worldwide.

dedicated to the demanding requirements
of the defense market. Offering unrivaled
performance, the Advans Series responds to
the ever-increasing pointing accuracy and
mobility needs of military radars. Highly
compact and adaptive to all communication
protocols, iXblue’s INS are easy to integrate
and operate. They can be mounted on the
vehicle, or directly installed on the antennas
platform. The 3D symmetry of the Advans
Series INS also enables undisrupted accurate
positioning information, whatever the radar’s
position, and thus even during the deployment
phase and its 90° rotation.

A growing number of radar manufacturers have
thus chosen to trust iXblue’s FOG-technology
based INS for the reliable and accurate
pointing and positioning of their radars

Convinced by the quality and performance of
iXblue’s navigation technologies, major military
integrators have decided to trust the company
to equip their radar systems. Thalès Raytheon
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Systems, NATO’s long-standing trusted
collaborator, has thus selected the Advans Series
INS for the retrofit of the MARTHA radars that
offer the French Army command, coordination
and optimization of the firing of all types of
air defense weapon systems. iXblue’s Advans
Series INS have also been chosen by Hensoldt,
a market leader in civilian and military sensor
solutions, to equip its air defense radars
dedicated to the most demanding security and
surveillance missions.

Advans Lyra INS,
based on FOG
technology

“Whether air-defense radars, ground to
ground surveillance radars or counter-battery
radars, all of them need mobility to improve
their survivability and keep a high-tempo
during operations, even in GNSS-denied
conditions.” Explains Bruno Protte, Deputy
Sales Director at iXblue. “The asymmetric
conditions of operations is becoming more
and more questioned: radar systems should not
stay behind. This is why we capitalized on our
expertise in navigation technologies as well as
in motion control to offer radar manufacturers
highly accurate antenna stabilization rotating
platforms.” 
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LOOKING TOWARD

THE FUTURE

OF INERTIAL NAVIGATION TECHNOLOGIES
Over the past decades, the art of navigation has been reinvented by inertial navigation systems (INS). But
if this technology shows great success, its future lies into the ability of companies to bring about a major
revolution by coupling INS to other complementary technologies. Only then can inertial systems reach their
full potential by reducing their drift and provide the most accurate and reliable navigation possible. Thanks
to the unique technologies developed by iXblue in the fields of navigation, positioning, underwater imaging
and photonics, the company is able to constantly reinvent the navigation of the future by combining all the
technologies it masters into one single solution.
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I

maging has been used in navigation for
many years, both in the visible and invisible
spectra. However, the solutions developed
until recently, which mainly consisted of
navigating to a known point in an open
space (the sky for example), have always
been too restrictive for effective use in the
applications of iXblue customers.

The vehicle navigates
thanks to a road
mapping system
developed wih the use
of iXblue's INS.

Several factors are now changing this state of
affairs. The availability of increasingly powerful
computers for ever lower cost now makes it
possible for systems to incorporate algorithms
that previously would have been much too
complex. In addition, the development work
on driverless cars and the promise of massive
markets have encouraged sensor manufacturers
to invest heavily to bring the price of their
products down.
It therefore made sense for iXblue to explore
technologies that complement inertial
navigation systems and could exponentially
improve their positioning accuracy. A team
was thus set up to develop this new technology
combining navigation and vision. The team
is working on three projects which could
well contribute to the major technological
transformations likely to take place in the nottoo-distant future.
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The MALIN (indoor positioning)
Challenge
Accurate localization of emergency personnel
such as firefighters and special police forces
in enclosed and unknown environments is of
crucial importance in order for them to safely
conduct their operations. Nowadays, this type
of localization is still problematic because
of a lack of appropriate technologies able
to meet all the necessary technical and
technological requirements, as well as
environmental constraints, such as the absence
or poor reception of GPS signals.
And yet indoor localization is not in its infancy.
There are already numerous systems that
work on commercial markets, mostly using
beacon-based technologies installed in
buildings which emit and receive radio
frequency signals such as Wi-Fi. These
commercial applications, although effective,
are not able to meet the standards required
for emergency interventions in difficult
environments, where a lack of accurate
positioning can have disastrous consequences
and where a previously installed network of
beacons is not possible.
In order to respond to the MALIN Challenge set
by the French National Research Agency (ANR),
iXblue has formed a strategic partnership
with the French National Aerospace Research
Center (ONERA). This collaboration aims
to provide a complete solution for indoor
individual positioning.
«ONERA has expert knowledge of image
processing and visual technologies,» explains
Jean-Baptiste Lacambre, R&D engineer at
iXblue. «They have algorithms that work,
and we are responsible for the inertial
component. The end goal is to allow an
emergency worker to identify where they
are in an unknown place and map it as they
move around in that environment.»
As always in inertial navigation, the objective
is to combine sensors with complementary
technologies which could ultimately be used
to increase positioning performance. This is
because inertial systems inevitably drift as time
elapses, even though they allow highly accurate
calculation of angles, speed and positions in
the short term. To overcome this drift, visual
odometry is therefore a major ally, as it can be
used to analyze images acquired by onboard
cameras to calculate speeds without drift.
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Accurate localization of emergency
personnel such as firefighters and
special police forces in enclosed and
unknown environments is of crucial
importance in order for them to safely
conduct their operations.

Firefighter on
a mission in a
burning building.
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Emergency
personnel
onsite after an
earthquake.

By combining both technologies, an ideal
solution emerges: the inertial navigation
system helps the imaging sensors to calculate
speeds by providing angular information, and
imaging prevents the inertial system from
drifting by correcting speed. In addition, even
if the imaging system is made blind, the inertial
system can continue to provide accurate
positions.
The iXblue teams will work on this project
for three years, within the framework of
the MALIN Challenge, which will see five
consortia compete against each other in
three separate competitions. For the ANR,
the aim is to facilitate the emergence of
better technologies and promote collaboration
between the key players in the sector, thus
developing solutions that can respond
effectively to the problem of indoor positioning
in difficult environments.
The construction project
In late 2017, iXblue established a partnership
with a construction company to develop an
innovative system for mapping buildings with
millimetric precision.
«This is an excellent challenge because the
requirements of the construction industry
are much more stringent than what we’re
used to.» Explains Jean-Baptiste. «This
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project is of great significance for the industry
as it will allow construction companies to
carry out indoor mapping of buildings using
a LiDAR system. Once they have the map, they
can then quickly detect potential construction
problems such as a partition placed a few
millimeters out of position. This deviation
could potentially have disastrous consequences
for the rest of the building project, as each
millimeter is of critical importance.»

The inertial navigation system helps
the imaging sensors to calculate speeds
by providing angular information,
and imaging prevents the inertial system
from drifting by correcting speed.

Although there are solutions already on the
market, they only work with a static LiDAR
system and impose numerous operational
constraints. The new technology that the
teams at iXblue are attempting to develop will
remove all existing constraints by connecting a
LiDAR system to an inertial navigation system.
This will save precious time for construction
companies as they can bring the LiDAR system
with them and conduct their mapping as they
move around with ultra-accurate positioning
of the images recorded.
This research project has started back in
January 2018 and allows iXblue to study the
potential of new indoor mapping solutions
to meet the needs of the construction and
engineering market.
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With yachts now able to reach speeds
of 25 knots (almost 30 miles an hour), it
is extremely difficult for them to detect
UFOs and the risk of collision is high.

Project UFO
The skippers in the 2016 edition of the Vendée
Globe had their fair share of setbacks: boat
damage forcing them to slow down, accidents
and race retirements – UFOs (unidentified
floating objects) are the nightmare of
participants in the world’s biggest sailing
races. Shipping containers, wreckage, wood,
plastic, buoys, marine mammals – the list of
unidentified objects is long and their effects
devastating for the skippers who have been
preparing for these races for months, if not
years. With yachts now able to reach speeds
of 25 knots (almost 30 miles an hour), it
is extremely difficult for them to detect
UFOs and the risk of collision is high. This
is a permanent worry for sailors who are
powerless to do anything about the
problem. While boats are equipped with
increasingly sophisticated electronics, none
are fitted with sonar capable of detecting UFOs.
iXblue has joined forces with higher education
institute ENS Paris-Saclay to develop a system
capable of detecting these objects automatically.
By combining the ENS knowledge in the fields
of vision and machine learning with iXblue
expertise in navigation, the company is
working to develop a new technology that can
automatically detect marine obstacles.

A postdoctoral researcher, jointly supervised
by the ENS and iXblue started to work on the
project in January 2018. The aim is to apply
image processing and learning techniques to
camera data (in visible and invisible spectra)
from LiDAR and Sonar systems to achieve
the best performance possible. Stéphane Le
Diraison, skipper in the Vendée Globe and
member of the technical committee of IMOCA
(responsible for assessing boat safety in the
Vendée Globe), has also joined the project to
provide an operational perspective.
Progress made in visual applications will
therefore have considerable consequences
on navigation, as the combination of both
technologies leads to new possibilities.
To remain at the cutting edge of this
technology, iXblue strives to develop expertise
in this area and to continue to «invent the
navigation of the future.» Through ever greater
vertical integration, these new skills will
allow the group to offer comprehensive
navigation solutions to meet the ever evolving
needs of its customers. ■

«We have come up with a relatively
unconventional solution by connecting several
visual sensors such as the LiDAR system to
acoustic imaging. It’s a great project that we
are working on, and our aim is to install a first
detection system for the 2020 edition of the
Vendée Globe.»
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WORLDWIDE FOOTPRINT
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